
Sponsor Meeting Minutes 10 
 
Date & Time: 8 March 2019, 4:30 PM - 6:20 PM 
Venue: LightHouse Marine Office 
Attendees: Aloysius, Ozzy, Samantha, Jun Ji (Sponsor), Ron 
Absentees: Anthony, Yi Fang, Eng Teck  
 
 

S/N Item Actions 

1 Things to review 
1. Project Update + Demo 
2. Grades confirmation across pages 
3. Digital Signature Process 
4. Timezone Enquiry 
5. Finals Presentation Sponsor Requirements 
6. Logistics 
7. Video 
8. Field Trip 
9. UAT requirements 
10. Handover/Takeover Details 

Team 
 

2 Project Update + Demo 
Ozzy facilitated the demonstration of timelog page on his laptop. 
Next demonstration is on vessel measurement page where calculations 
has been done.  
Barge measurement report is auto-filled for the vessel 
 

Ozzy, 
Samantha 

3 Grades confirmation across pages 
Samantha asked to make sure the grades is correct across pages. 
First page being reviewed was Bunker Condition. 
 

Ozzy, 
Samantha 

4 Digital Signature Process 
Samantha asked if the surveyor signs all the pages first before going to 
Cargo Officer 
JJ mentioned that Surveyor will first do their job, then print out all the 
report. 
Then surveyor, chief engineer and cargo officer will come together to go 
through each page and then stamp and sign. 
Must do one grade by one grade. 
After finishing one grade, print out the reports individually. Second grade 
timing is handwritten.  
The signing procedure is a compulsory thing. 
Samantha mentioned that the surveyor only know who the chief engineer 

Aloysius, 
Samantha 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



and cargo officer at the job itself. So there is no way it can be 
pre-prepared. Can only sign when they are on the surveyor account. 
Because surveyor is also offline, and do not want surveyor to retain the 
signature. 
Proposed coming up with a new page with 4 rows, one for each person 
and they will upload their signature and 4 digit pin.  
There is phone reception on the ship. 
Can possibly use 2FA for the phone. 
The forgery will never happen. 
Stamp and signature must be together to count as a valid entity. 
Double check if every page needs to be stamped. (To be doubled 
checked by JJ) 
Some wants to stamp, don’t want to sign. 
Some wants to sign, don’t want to stamp. 
*No matter what must sign, must fill up the protest form if got any issues 
(KIV again) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JJ 

5 Timezone Enquiry 
Ozzy remember to ask about the timezone configuration, whether the 
current system is suffice. 
Based on timezone timing. I.e. GMT +8 
When admin creates jobs, can select time region zone code and country 
of job. 
Use timezone API on create job page. 
2 pages, one on admin creation page, one on job.html 
Job.html should include two new columns - one for timezone, one for 
location 
 

Team 

6 Finals Presentation Sponsor Requirements 
Clients mentioned they are likely to be able to make it for the final 
presentation 
Mentioned that professors may ask how the application has improved the 
workflow. 

Team 

7 Logistics 
Aloysius asked JJ if its possible to be given the company’s T-Shirts for the 
presentation 
Size: one XXL, one XS, one S, one M, one L 

Aloysius 

8 Field Trip 
Is based on schedule, short parcel is coming in at 7pm. 
8am is going to be a more than a 24 hour job. 
Cannot leave halfway during the job. 
Marina South Pier - no vessel parked at the pier. (So it’s impossible to just 
go to the pier) 

Team 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Can visitor just go in the port to film? Issit public accessed?  
Tagged on as agents to the ship. 
(KIV) 
JJ will update available jobs on Sunday, PM job 2 hour pump. 
Aloysius asked if they have any existing video recordings showcasing 
their job that the team can potentially use 

 
JJ 

9 X Factor 
Running concurrent jobs in excel and LH CRM 
Sponsor is ok with running parallel jobs but need to familiarise the 
surveyors. 
Client OK to use it for one actual real job. 
 

Team 

10 UAT Requirements 
Propose to have 2 more User Testing with client. 
 
Tentatively: 
UAT 1 to be 21 or 22 Mar, 4pm onwards 
UAT 2 to be 28 or 29 Mar, 4pm onwards. 

Team 

11  Handover/Takeover Details 
Staging Server 
Production Server 
Application Code and War Files 
User Guide  
 
Handover Takeover to be on 5 Apr, 4pm onwards. 

Team 

12 Data Analytics 
Possible suggestions include 
On the CRM side, like customer relationship and their feedbacks. 
Or likelihood of errors. 
 
JJ mentioned that they do not really need analytics. 
Even if they collect duration, there are many factors which can affect it 
and the standard deviation is relatively high 

Team 

13 Video 
Probably during next week as Ron isn’t in office today. 
Questions to be sent to JJ and Ron. 
If Ron is unable to make it, team can meet JJ in school to carry out the 
video. 
 
During job problems: 
Transparency 

Team 



 
After job problems: 
Sorting of pictures in report 
 
LHM passed us a video to show about how tedious it is for the admin to 
generate the report. 
Samantha requested if JJ can get admin to simulate how tiring it is to do 
the job. I.e. Picture tagging  

14 Order of Opening and Closing Pictures 
MFM opening and closing should be one set based on grade. 
Sounding vessel opening and closing is one set too. 
It will be sorted by tanks. 
Require the logical order for the photo to be displayed in the report 
All the openings together, all the closing together 
One tank have 3 different pictures (Ullage, Oil Cut, Sounding Table) 
Sequence to be double checked with Ron and JJ again 
SOF page buttons to be checked by JJ again. 
 
Pass URL of staging server and login accounts to JJ so that he can take a 
look and provide feedback directly when necessary 
 
Remove alphanumeric restrictions  
Date and time should show timezone and to include location of the job. 
Local job -> More specific 
Overseas job -> Can just list country  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JJ 
 
 
Aloysius 
 
 
Team 

 
Prepared by: Aloysius Teo 
Vetted by: Toh Eng Teck 


